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Children' s swimming pool with slide

Recent articlesArena North America in Portland, Ore., recall about 10,000 Arena Swim Snorkels Pro II and Swim Snorkels II sold in the United States, Canada and Mexico. Th... CMP Group of Canada recalls about 750 standoff and wide dock ladders. The edges of the stairs are sharp, which poses a wound hazard. ... Custom Molded
Products of Newnan, Ga., recalls about 16,000 diverter valve caps sold at Master Spas hot tubs and swimming spas. Valve cap may be... Hayward Industries of Nashville, Tenn., recalls about 300 Hayward Vent Kits sold in the U.S., Canada and Mexico.Recalled valve kits installed o... Confer Plastics of North Tonawanda, N.Y., recalls
about 102,100 curves in pool step systems sold in the U.S. and Canada.Children's limbs can come... Nidec Motor Corp., of St. Louis, Mo., recalls about 16,000 pool engines sold in the United States and Canada.The pump control deck can be placed incorrectly grounded, causing an electric shock hazard. No incidents or injuries have
been reported. The recall involves variable-speed pool engines with a programmable interface at the top. Emerson or EcoTech EZ are printed on top of the control box and the model number is printed on the rating plate on the side of the pump. The following model numbers are included in this recall:Model numbersM63PWBLE-
0121M63PWBLM-0128M63PWBLR-0131M63PWBLS-0132M63PWBLV-0135M63PWBLW-0136M63XZBMA-0139M63PWBMB-0140M63PWBMC-0141M63PWBMD-0142M63PWBME-0143M63PWBMF-0144M63PWBMG-0145M63PWBSC-0229 Engines, manufactured in Mexico, sold at Leslie's Pool Supply and other retail stores,
wholesale pool vendors, including Pool Builders Supply, Pool Corp., Pool &amp; Electrical Products and United Aqua Group from September 2010 to October 2016 between $400 and $500.What to doConsumers should immediately stop using recalled pool engines and contact Nidec Motor Corp. (NMC) to schedule a free repair of a
qualified technician installing an external ground wire. Consumers can contact the NMC free of charge from 877:00 to 282:00 to 0223 from 08.m:00 to 17.m:00 (EST) from Monday to Friday or online from www.nidec-motor.com am and click recall for more information. Nidec Motor Corp., St. Louis, Mo., recalls about 16,000 swimming pool
engines sold in the United States and Canada.The pump control cover may be inappropriate ... Daylight saving time is fast approaching, and for many consumers it means plenty of quality family time by the pool. But are your pool toys and swimming aids safe for you and your loved ones? A new study finds that many inflatable toys and
swimming aids, such as bathing rings and armbands, can be treated with many chemicals that can be hazardous to health. Scientists say chemical compounds such as cyclohhexanone, phenol and isophoron can occur at particularly high concentrations in children Modern products, such as toys and children's products, are sourced from a
wide range of chemical and physical manufacturing processes, manufacturing processes, This complexity often makes it difficult to identify substances containing unfavorable substances and unwanted substances and to determine their causes, said researcher Christoph Wiedmer.Follow your noseWiedmer explains that many chemical
substances are dangerous because they have unstable structures. This can lead to numerous problems, such as irritation, odour damage or other physiological and psychosomatic effects, he said. Cyclohhexanone and phenol are known to be harmful by inhalation and isophore is classified as a Category 2 carcinogen. However, the
researchers point out that these chemicals can be detected by consumers. All you have to do is follow your nose. We found that in many cases our noses can guide us to 'smell' problematic products, said Wiedmer.So, whose smells should give you a clue? Wiedmer and fellow researcher Andrea Buettner tested the distinguishable odours
of those from different pool toys and found that between 32 and 46 odours were detected in each sample, 13 of which were described as strong. A panel of volunteers decided to smell each product to see what each smell of the product reminded them of. Participants reported that three products reminded them of almonds, plastic and
rubber, while the fourth product reminded them of glue or nail polish. Consumers who experience these or other suspicious odours would be wise to examine their products to ensure they are safe to use. The team's full study has been published in the journal Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry.Summertime is fast approaching, and for
many consumers it means plenty of quality family time by the pool. But are your pool toys and swimming aids safe... Canby's S.R. Smith recalls about 800 Helix pool slides. The child may fall off the side of the slide before entering the pool, which may pose a risk of falling, which may result in serious injury. The company has received 16
reports of users falling from the slide, leading to 15 reports of injuries, including a 4-year-old girl who suffered a concussion. Other reports included damaged/loosened teeth, jaw cuts that require stitches, bruises and scratches. This recall applies to helix pool slides with serial numbers from SR-HX13-01001 to SR-HX13-01488 and from
SR-HX14-01001 to SR-HX14-01602. S.R. Smith, Helix and serial number are on the product label located in the upper right corner of the slide near the staircase rail. The recalled slides are at their highest 2.5 metres high and have a helix (corksque screw) sliding or duct shape. Slides made in the U.S. were sold at In The Swim, Leslies
Swimming Pool Supply, SCP dealers and other distributors of pool products nationwide and online at Amazon.com and Intheswim.com between May 2013 and March 2015 for about $3,000. What to doConsumers should immediately stop the recalled slide and contact S.R. Smith for a free sliding rail extension kit that the height of the
sides of the rails. Consumers can install a follow-up package or contact S.R. Smith so they can install the package once for free. Consumers can contact S.R. Smith at 800-611-4750 from 6:30 a.m.m a.m. to 5.m p.m. Monday through Friday, by email helixslideinfo@srsmith.com or online at www.srsmith.com.S.R. Smith of Canby, Ore. A
child can fall off the side of a slide before reaching the starting point of the pool, po... As the warmer weather approaches, public swimming pools will inevitably start to reposerate. But while a dip can be a fun way to beat the heat, the action may not be as sanitary as you might hope. Three years ago, a CDC study found that 78.9 percent
of swimming pools failed at least one safety test. The study, which began in 2013, inspected swimming pools in five states, including Arizona, California, New York, Florida and Texas.pH levels and safety equipment. Women's Health reported that in 14.9% of cases, annoying pH levels were a concern; in addition, 12.7% of the pools had
safety equipment violations that could increase the risk of drowning. Every year, health events related to pool chemicals descend on many swimmers on call, while drowning remains the second biggest cause of injury deaths among children aged 1 to 4. The CDC notes that about half of the fatal drownings in this age group occur in
swimming pools. Swimming pools with fences can help reduce the risk of a child drowning, as well as teaching children to swim before the age of 5. In addition, adults can take a few steps to ensure that the water in the pool itself is safe. What to do The report states that only 68% of local public health agencies in the U.S. regulate,
inspect, or license public water facilities, so consumers may want to take pool safety into their own hands. One way to reduce the risk of a health problem related to pH levels is to test the water yourself. Bring pH strips to see if the water pH is 6-8. Other ways to protect yourself from pool irritations include wearing goggles while swimming,
getting water without drinking and showering after that. Consumers can also ask pool staff when the pool was last inspected. As the warmer weather approaches, public swimming pools will inevitably start to reposerate. But while a dip can be a fun way to beat the heat, the... Anchor Industries of Evansville, Ind., recalls about 350 security
pool decks. Brass-coated snap hooks used to connect the cables on the lid to the wall can break, which can pose a risk of drowning. The company has received 20 reports of a snap hook failure. No injuries have been reported. This recall applies to the network and Anchor 5-Star, Anchor Mesh, Classic Solid and Defender Mesh brand
custom safety pool covers. Deck cables are connected to the pool wall with brass-coated snap hooks with gold-plated spring verse, seam seam Hook head with frame. The date of manufacture is shown on the warning label below the deck of each basin. Dates of manufacture 14.9., 14.10. and 14 November has been recalled. The label
also shows a product manufactured by Anchor Industries, Inc. U.S.-made pool covers were sold at independent pool service shops and dealerships nationwide from September 2014 to November 2014 for about $3,000. What to doConsumers should immediately contact their pool cover dealer to inspect and replace snap hooks.
Consumers can contact Anchor Industries free of charge from 8 a.m. to 8:55 p.m. from 8:00 a.m.m.m a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, or online from 8 a.m. to 5:55 p.m. for more information hours. Anchor Industries of Evansville, Ind., recalls about 350 security pool decks. Brass-coated snap hooks used to connect deck cables...
Trident Ultraviolet Corp., of Marina del Rey, Calif., recalls about 3,660 Trident Series 2 Ultraviolet cleaning systems for pools. The electric cable may cause the units to caught fire. A total of 38 cases of meltdown and flammability of sanitation systems have been reported, with about $23,000 in burns and property damage in the
consumer's hand. This recall applies to all ultraviolet radiation systems in Trident Series 2 for pools. The sanitation system is a gray tube 32 inches high and 11 inches in diameter. It is immersed in the water circulation pipes of the basin and connected or connected to the electrical system. The water in the pool passes through the device
and is cleaned with ultraviolet lamps. This is a secondary sanitation system used in combination with chemical cleaners such as chlorine or bromine. Trident Ultraviolet Corporation, Series 2 and UV Ultraviolet Sanitation System are printed on the black label on the front of the units. Trident Series 2 Ultraviolet Water Treatment System and
date code letter sequence are printed on the silver sticker of the units. Go to www.uvrecall.org find out if the date code is included in the recall. Systems manufactured in the United States and China were sold nationwide by pool companies from February 2009 to September 2013 for about $600. Consumers should immediately unplug the
units or, if fixed, the power supply must be disconnected or switched off with a switch. Ask Trident for a free repair kit. Consumers can contact Trident free of charge (855) 522-8200 from 8.m am to 5pm.m Monday through Friday or by email to assistance@uvrecall.org.Trident Ultraviolet Corp., Marina del Rey, Calif., recalls about 3,660
Trident Series 2 Ultraviolet Sanitation Systems for pools. Electric Cable... Despite the lingering arrival of spring-like weather in much of the country, thoughts invariably turn toward such summery delights as backyard barbecues and afternoons in the pool. The safety of the swimming pool is and the label. Mama. Mama. He told me to pee
in the pool. And you know what? He was right. Although both everyday swimmers and the Olympics acknowledge the practice, scientists now say that there is scientific evidence in favour of swimming in the pool. They report that when mixed, urine and chlorine can form substances that can cause potential health problems. Their study
appears in the American Chemical Society journal Environmental Science &amp; Technology.Jing Li, Ernest Blatchley, III, and colleagues note that adding chlorine to pool water is the most common way to kill disease-causing microbes and prevent swimmers from getting sick. But when people swim, splash, play — and pee — in the pool,
chlorine mixes with sweat and urine and makes other substances. Two of these compounds, including trichloramine (NCl3) and cyanogen chloride (CNCl), are everywhere in swimming pools. The first is related to lung problems, and the second can also affect the lungs, as well as the heart and central nervous system. But scientists have
not yet identified all the specific ingredients in sweat and urine that could cause the formation of these potentially harmful compounds. Li's team studied how chlorine affects uric acid, a component of sweat and urine. They mixed ueric acid and chlorine, and within an hour both NCl3 and CNCl were formed. Although some uric acid comes
from sweat, the researchers calculated that more than 90 percent of the compound in the pools comes from urine. They conclude that swimmers can improve pool conditions simply by urinating where they should – in bathrooms. The study was funded by the Chinese University Scientific Foundation, the Chinese National Museum of
Natural History and the National Pool Foundation. Despite the late arrival of spring-like weather in much of the country, thoughts invariably turn toward such summer pleasures as backyard barbecues and... Tampa's nationwide industry resembles about 2,500 Trident pool gate lates. The magnet in the latch assembly can be removed,
which prevents the latch from attaching the port. No incidents or injuries have been reported. The lates on the recalled magnetic gate are 10 or 20 models in black or white and are marked with the Trident name and image on the face of the latch body below the key hole. The salva body, typically attached to a fence post, includes a knob
and a key cylinder in the top section, as well as a recess at the bottom designed to attach and hold a strike strike. An attacker containing a magnet is typically attached to the active port part of the fence gate assembly and moves with the gate when it is opened and closed. Trident latings are often used to secure the gates of swimming
pools. Lates manufactured in China were sold nationwide from February to October 2013 to professional fence contractors, dealers and gate manufacturers between 50 and 60 should contact Nationwide Industries Industries the striker series to be installed with a cross-head screwdriver. Consumers can contact Nationwide Industries at
(800) 409-3901 between 8:00 a.m.m and 4:30 pm ET Monday through Friday, use a voicemail after hours, or email at Striker@NationwideIndustries.com.Nationwide Industries of Tampa, Fla., resembles about 2,500 trident pool gate lates. Magnet in the attacker part of the salva installation assembly... There is little time for summer hits,
which means families are opening their home pools throughout the United States. But today's pool toys have come a long way from a dull inflatable beach ball or toy ring set. Now you can get a bunch of great and unique gadgets to the pool that could make swimming much better. A motorboat the size of a swimming pool, like what? Well,
there's a company-made motorized bumper boat Banzai.It allows kids to travel up to two feet per second and they can fight and bump into each other all day. It also comes with motorized water blasting, so children can spray their friends while guiding an inflatable boat around the water. The motorized bumper boat is battery powered and
recommended for children aged 5-10 years. Amazon currently sells it for about $50 and based on reviews, the bumper boat is safe to use and looks pretty durable - at least something inflatable. Cleaning the pool through Jet Net Boat Pool Skimmer is not really a toy, however it is a great device for the pool. It collects and collects all those
things in the pool that you want to get rid of, such as leaves, bugs and other small objects that people typically use the net for. With the remote control, you can steer the boat wherever you want it to go and pick up the debris; everything is collected on the device's built-in network. From there, you take the net off, empty it and put it back in
another cleanup. Jet Net Boat Pool Skimmer costs just over $140 on Amazon, and it's a great device for kids. You get your kids to clean the pool and they think they've been playing with a remote-controlled boat. Everybody wins. For children of all ages, the Excalibur Blue Jet Racer costs just under $80. It must be blown with a jet scoote
for children, made for the pool. It is designed for children between the ages of 5 and 15, and there are no reviews from parents that their children were offended by it. Apparently, the engine allows children to move quite slowly, so they do not whip the pool, which would probably be a bad thing. Still, some reviews say that an inflatable jet
ski should only be used for children with good balance. Just like a real jet ski, the Blue Jet Racer can be hard to stay on at first and is not recommended for young children or those who aren't good swimmers. It's just. also, so consumers probably shouldn't expect it to last a lifetime. But children should still get a lot of benefit from it. For
playersVisti on the list is a floating pool pong table for about $75, so you and your friend have a serious ping-pong tournament without ever getting out of the pool. The table creators say the surface is hard, so you can make a slap successfully. But the edges are soft no harm to the user or other swimmers who can equat with it. It can also
be used outside the pool, so if you want to move the game to the pool deck or inside the house, you can. Multipurposing table, if you like. The table is 27 inches wide and 54 high and is recommended for children over 5-5 years old. Getting new equipment to the pool doesn't have to break the bank, and children should get a lot of pleasure
from them. There is little time for summer, which means families are opening their home pools in most of the United States.A... Page 1 of 2 more swimming pools and pool safety articles
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